Technical Data Sheet

Tablet S
Ultra-Mobile and Secure Away
on Business
Benefits:
»»		 Highly secure – based on
the proven SINA Workstation

»»		Multi-session with Windows
and Linux guest systems

»»		Seamless integration in
Windows environments

»»		Touchscreen support and 		
virtual keyboards

»»		SINA apps for WLAN
connectivity, VoIP/video
conferencing

»»		Approved for VS-NfD*
(RESTRICTED)

The SINA Tablet S enables users in business and in authorities be both ultra-mobile and
highly secure outside of the office. The level of security is a first for tablet PCs and fully
matches that of the established, approved SINA Workstation notebooks. It offers all
the benefits of multi-level and multi-session functionality – just like the other SINA Workstations approved by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI).
The system also includes specific SINA applications that enable secure IP telephony or
video conferencing (for example with Microsoft Lync). The SINA Tablet enhances the
mobile series of the highly secure SINA Workstation. Touchscreen support ensures that
the requirements of modern user convenience are met in line with market expectations.

* VS-NUR FÜR DEN DIENSTGEBRAUCH (Germany)

Tablet S

The SINA Tablet S software is based on the BSI-approved SINA Workstation 3.x, making it a fully-fledged PC enhanced with the key features
of multi-touch support and virtual keyboard for both the SINA OS and for
guest systems.

Technical data
Lenovo Yoga 370

Performance data
Display

Power save mode
To have a longer battery life the latest SINA Workstation software
provides a power save mode. As a standard equipment for SINA tablets
a number of energy saving settings of the linux kernel will be activated
at the moment of the separation from the power supply. At the same
time the screen brightness will be reduced to a range the user can adjust.
Touchscreen interface for all systems
SINA Tablet S touchscreen support includes single touch use with the
SINA host system and multi-touch use with Windows and Linux-based
guest systems.
For easy operation in the SINA guest system users can hide or unhide the
Secure Label with a single touch. Furthermore the SINA system provides
a virtual keyboard for text input.

CPU

13,3" IPS

Size, type
Resolution

1920 x 1080

Intel® CoreTM Prozessor

i7-7500u

RAM

8 GB

Hard disk

SSD 256/512 GB

Keyboard

360° foldable

Camera

Front facing webcam

Interfaces
USB

2x

HDMI

1x

Audio

1x

Nano-SIM

1x

Smartcard reader

1x

Network

WLAN, LTE, Bluetooth

Specific features
Usage variants

Desktop, mobile, ultramobile

Versatile usage options
The SINA Tablet is positioned as a adequate workstation: in static mode
with a docking station, external monitor and keyboard, in mobile mode
as a notebook with an attached keyboard, or ultra-mobile as a tablet.
The same device can be used in all these variants which means, users
always operate a complete workstation without the need to synchronize
data or documents.
SINA Tablets will be fully supported by the SINA Workstation software
version 3.3.
VS-NfD evaluation is carried out in tandem with the BSI during the course
of development.

More information:
www.secunet.com/en/sina
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